
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From a lengthy committal hearing challenging the ACCC's investigatory techniques to repeated 

attacks on the prosecution's indictment, an indefatigable team of barristers and lawyers across eight 

law firms helped bring an end to the four-year long pursuit of criminal cartel charges against three 

banks and six individuals over a $2.8 billion ANZ share placement. 

The parties proclaimed their innocence from the beginning, saying the alleged agreement between 

JP Morgan, Deutsche Bank and Citigroup to pick up the $790 million shortfall from the 2015 share 

placement was by-the-book, a routine practice in the industry. 

"This is a highly technical area and if the ACCC believes there are matters to address, these should 

be clarified by law or regulation or consultation," Citigroup said at the time. 

They called the case baseless, experimental and vowed to fight the charges. 

On Friday, they were proven right, the CDPP seeming to agree the case lacked a solid legal 

foundation by waving the white flag just hours before a hearing where the accused would argue the 

allegations could not be fit within the metes and bounds of the Competition and Consumer Act. 

Surely prosecutors anticipated charges against some of the world's wealthiest banks would be met 

with a strong defence. 
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Yet what followed was an extraordinary display of legal might and maneuvers by top barristers and 

an elite team of lawyers across eight firms -- Allens, Arnold Bloch Leibler, Corrs Chambers 

Westgarth, Herbert Smith Freehills, Horton Rhodes, King & Wood Mallesons, MinterEllison and 

Watson Mangioni. 

They challenged, sowed doubt and relentlessly attacked the indictment in the case, which limped on 

until its spectacular collapsed on Friday. 

Phase 1: Pulling back the curtain on the ACCC's investigation 

Phase 1 of the attack began in the cramped quarters of Sydney's Downing Centre local court, where 

the banks won their bid to cross-examine ACCC investigators and key witnesses from 

whistleblower JPMorgan about the regulator's investigation. 

The cross-examination pulled back the curtain on the ACCC investigation and the immunity 

process -- from overwriting witness statements and failing to take notes during witness interviews 

to allegations that the ACCC coached witnesses and pressured the Australian Securities and 

Investments Commission to drop its investigation into immunity applicant JP Morgan. 

The court learned an important witness from JP Morgan had disputed that the banks had come to an 

'agreement' and that JP Morgan itself had denied the existence of a cartel from the early days of the 

ACCC's investigation. 

A fight that broke out between ANZ and ASIC -- the first of several successful bids by the accused 

to access documents that would shed light on an allegedly flawed investigation by the competition 

regulator -- dragged the committal hearing out. Magistrate Jennifer Giles, who was under pressure 

to get the case out of the local court, remarked at one point "I'm getting awful close to ending my 

life". 

ANZ mostly won that fight, with Magistrate Giles rejecting ASIC's claims of legal professional 

privilege and public interest immunity, but upholding ASIC's claims of without prejudice privilege, 

and granting the bank access to communications and file notes between various parties, including 

ASIC, the ACCC, the CDPP and JPMorgan to use in the cross-examination. 

Phase 2: The indictment 'shemozzle' 

Having begun to raise doubts about the ACCC's investigation at the committal stage, lawyers for 

the accused turned to the indictment itself during the next phase of their attack, which began when 

the case was moved to the Federal Court in late 2020, two-and-a-half years after charges were 

brought. 

Once filed, the defendants tried to quash the indictment, calling it defective and full of fallacies. 

Justice Wigney, who vowed to hear the case "before we all retire", ordered the CDPP in July to 

remedy the "defects and deficiencies" in the indictment. In August 2021, prosecutors filed a 

replacement indictment with just half of the initial charges and dropped all charges against former 

Citigroup CEO Stephen Roberts. 

The new indictment removed two alleged cartel agreements from the case, leaving one agreement 

allegedly made in August 2015 to limit trading in ANZ shares by around five per cent and no more 

than seven per cent of the average daily volume of trade. Two other alleged agreements, in which 

the banks were alleged to have agreed to restrict their trading of ANZ shares on both Friday, 

August 7 and Monday, August 10, 2015, were tossed. 
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A string of important victories followed. In May, the defendants won access to interview notes 

taken by JP Morgan prior to being granted immunity, which they said would show inconsistencies 

in the prosecution's case. 

In October, the defendants convinced Justice Wigney they should be allowed to grill five ACCC 

enforcement officers on their investigation and compilation of the regulator's brief of evidence 

before the case went to trial. That same month, ANZ won unredacted access to settlement 

discussion between ASIC and JP Morgan, which the bank threatened to use in a bid to have the 

case permanently stayed due to allegedly improper dealings between JP Morgan, ASIC and the 

ACCC. 

The accused also attacked the trimmed-down indictment and again tried to have it quashed. 

Just days before Justice Wigney issued judgment on November 3 calling the indictment "a 

complete shemozzle" but giving prosecutors yet another bite at the apple, the CDPP dropped all 

charges against ANZ and group treasurer Rick Moscati. 

Phase 3: Final attempts at a TKO 

With the prosecution's case on the ropes, the accused threatened further legal maneuvers to bring 

the matter down, including stay applications alleging oppressive conduct and the demurrer 

application. 

The demurrer application, which Justice Wigney was set to hear on Friday, went to heart of the 

novel case -- could the shares market be fit within the Competition and Consumer Act? Were 

shares 'services' under the Competition and Consumer Act and did the banks' conduct amount to 

'restricted supply' under the Act? 

While these planned attacks never made it to a hearing, the threat of them and the work the 

accused's legal team had done up to that point in poking holes in the CDPP's case and raising 

doubts about the ACCC's investigation led the prosecution to one conclusion: it could not win. 

"In this case, following a further careful review of the evidence and consideration of detailed 

submissions received from solicitors acting for the accused, the Director concluded that there were 

no longer reasonable prospects of conviction for the charges before the court. This resulted in the 

Director’s decision to decline to proceed further in the proceedings against the remaining 

defendants in this complex matter,” the CDPP said in a statement. 

The individual accused were ANZ treasurer Rick Moscati, Deutsche Bank former CEO Michael 

Ormaechea, Deutsche Bank former head of equity capital markets Michael Richardson, Citigroup's 

former CEO Stephen Roberts, Citigroup managing director John McLean, and Citigroup global 

head of foreign exchange Itay Tuchman. 

The CDPP is represented by Stephen Free SC, Brendan Lim, Christopher Tran, Talia Epstein, 

Jackson Wherrett. Citigroup is represented by Cameron Moore SC, Justin Williams SC and Peter 

Strickland, instructed by Herbert Smith Freehills. Deutsche Bank is represented by Jeremy Kirk SC 

and Imtiaz Ahmed, instructed by King & Wood Mallesons. ANZ is represented by Tim Game SC, 

Simon Buchen and Surya Palaniappan, instructed by Allens. Moscati is represented by Philip 

Strickland SC, instructed by Corrs Chambers Westgarth. Ormaechea is represented by Tony 

Bannon SC and Charles Colquhoun, instructed by Arnold Bloch Leibler. Richardson is represented 

by Peter Wood, instructed by Arnold Bloch Leibler. Roberts is represented by Robert Dick SC and 

Robert Pietriche, instructed by Horton Rhodes. Tuchman is represented by Garry Livermore QC, 

instructed by MinterEllison. McLean is represented by Kate Morgan SC, instructed by Watson 

Mangioni. 
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